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One year of Elevate and what a year it has been!

Setting up an events-based, business development organisation in the
middle of a pandemic has certainly been a challenge and it’s no secret there
have been days when we’ve questioned if it was even possible. Our mantra
throughout has been that if we focus on adding value to the incredible
Northern business community and stay true to our core values, commercial
success will follow.

Looking back, there are so many highlights and it is somewhat overwhelming
to see them brought together in this report. Nothing we have achieved would
have been possible without our wonderful clients, partners and cheerleaders
and we couldn’t be prouder of the network we’ve established.

Runing Elevate is an absolute dream, so to each and every one of you who
has made our first year such a success, thank you from the bottom of our
hearts.
 
Enjoy the report and here’s to making year two even better!

Ilona, Katie & Katherine

INTRO



ELEVATE IN NUMBERS

Of our internal events.
These have included our

Sustainability and
Innovation Exchanges

as well as our
Embedding Inclusion &

Diversity in Business
event.

2,500+
ATTENDEES

Of our amazing team. In
February 2021, we

welcomed our first full-
time recruit. Katherine

started as Client
Development Manager
and is now a director of

the business.

THREE
MEMBERS

To our website, which
launched in December

2020. This includes
2.665 unique visitors.

Our content and events
keep people coming
back to our website.

7,000+
VISITORS

On our external events
hosted on behalf of our

partners, including
Innovate UK EDGE,

Bruntwood Works and
Electricity North West.

2,000+ 
VIEWS



We are proud to work with
leading organisations across
the region

PARTNERS
& CLIENTS



THIS YEAR'S
ACHIEVEMENTS...
Take a look at what we've been up to in
our first year.



CARBON LITERACY
We became the worlds first carbon literate

business development organisation in February
2020. We have delivered our fully accredited

course to over 30 organisations.

"It was inspiring and scary in equal measures and I would
recommend it to anyone." - Mark Bratt Travel

"This training course was one of the few that actually
mobilises action rather than just sharing knowledge."  

"This course was genuinely informative, rather than all
doom and gloom. I left the course feeling optimistic and
empowered, rather than shamed or insignificant - the real
worry people have about engaging in climate change
discussions." - Walker Morris

"This training clearly defined the problems we face with
carbon emissions, climate change and the impact of this.
Ilona's teaching style is very impactful and I'd highly
recommend this training for anyone passionate about
sustainability or wants to extend their knowledge about
tackling climate change." - DPD Ireland

      - Software Cornwall

REVIEWS



Delivered public speaking, personal branding, strategic networking
and negotiation personal development training as part of

Bruntwood Works' Spark programme.

SPARK BY BRUNTWOOD WORKS



PEER NETWORKS
We were the selected delivery partner

for Bruntwood Works for a project
funded by Business Growth Hub and
BEIS. We ran four cohorts in year one

(11 businesses each), and are curently
in the process of recruiting for two
more to be delivered in year two.

"Being able to meet people from different businesses
and get their advice really helped me. The advice my
peers provided me with was great and I really enjoyed
being able to talk through different scenarios and
bounce ideas off each other. I looked forward to these
sessions as it allowed me that time to build my network
and share experiences with others in similar situations to
myself." - The Insights People

"I found Peer Networks extremely valuable, there were a
number of ideas and scenarios I wanted an honest
second opinion on and that was provided at Peer
Networks. I also enjoyed being able to share our own
experiences with the other business leaders and help
them where possible. The sessions were facilitated very
well by Katie. I would definitely recommend it to anyone
looking to give it a go, especially in the recent climate." 

      - Williamson Croft

REVIEWS



We hosted two, half-day Elevate Exchanges, focussed on
Sustainability and Innovation, at the INNSiDE Studio. These were

streamed to over 1000 delegates, as well as a small live auidence.
Speakers included Electricity North West, Talk Talk, Bruntwood

Works, EY, European Space Agency, Addleshaw Goddard and MMU.

ELEVATE EXCHANGES



PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING

We ran digital public speaking cohorts for
women and people of colour free of charge,

as well as public speaking, personal
branding, strategic networking and

negotiation training as part of Bruntwood
Works' Spark programme with the Business

Growth Hub, Allia and the Female
Hospitality Network.

"I had no idea what to expect at Elevate's public
speaking academy, but the skills and tricks that
Ilona shared with the group, plus the practical
exercises have made a massive difference to my
approach to public speaking. I like to think that I will
no longer have that gut-wrenching fear that comes
with a request to make a speech because I now have
a load of really useful tools at my disposal. I would
say to anyone who is considering the course to
absolutely go for it - there was never any judgement,
just support and encouragement." - Sterling Pharma
Solutions

"This course got me excited to start public speaking
- last month I never would have said that. Elevate
provided me with the tools and techniques to not
just stand up in front of an audience, but also be
more vocal in every day meetings at work." - Squire
Patton Boggs

REVIEWS



Ilona is JCI UK
Director and Senator,
Trustee of Feathers
Together and sits on

the GM Green City
Comms Board.

ILONA

Katie is Ambassador
for the GM Mayor's
Charity, sits on the

PTA for St Joseph's
Catholic School and
worked on Wood St
Mission's Christmas

Campaign.

KATIE

Katherine volunteers
with the Northern

Quarter Action Group
and has volunteered
over 50 hours with

Barnardo's.

KATHERINE

VOLUNTARY ROLES
It's important for us to give back. Here's how we're making a difference...



TESTIMONIALS

PAUL CORCORAN, AGENT MARKETING
For me, Ilona and Katie epitomise what it means to be truly entrepreneurial in 2021;
naturally collaborative, inventive and explorative, passionate, caring and deeply
committed to doing the best by their clients and the wider communities in which they
work. Plus, they bring home the results time after time. If there was a stencil from which
we could carve other business leaders, it would be in the shape of the Elevate
partnership.

JOSH PROBERT, HYPHEN BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

HANNAH CRAIG, PHA GROUP

Over the past six months, Elevate has been instrumental to our Business Development
strategy within Manchester and the North. Elevate have introduced us to a plethora of
individuals across different industries which has not only helped us increase our brand's
footprint in the area but resulted in new business wins, resulting in a 300% ROI.

BEN JAFFRAY, BRUNTWOOD WORKS
Elevate have been a key delivery partner for our Spark Business Support Programme
over the past 12 months The team have delivered workshops, webinars and supported
with large scale events on subjects ranging from sustainability to public speaking and
always with fantastic feedback from our customers. The team are passionate and
knowledgeable in all they do and never less than 100% committed, which is why we see
Elevate as one of our most trusted partners as we continue to scale our business
support offering.

PHA North is made up of a local team, so working with Elevate has been a great starting
point to help get our Manchester offering off the ground. The team are super positive,
well-connected and well-versed in supporting new businesses. Ensuring we’re
introduced to the right people, seen at the most relevant events and offering valuable
training for our team at all levels, we’ve seen a real positive impact through working with
Elevate already and are thrilled to be working with the team going forward

What our partners have
to say about us...


